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What can Rail Operational Development do for you?
Developing and delivering company specific training packages
In recognising the need to constantly improve the way we train our front-line staff, RODL is now able to provide or (if
required) deliver operational rules training for:
Train Driving, Shunting, On Train working (i.e. Conductors/Train Managers) etc.
We can also provide management appreciation training in operational rules, railway awareness, ROGS etc.
Every training course is developed specifically to a company’s needs; and comes with:
1. A fully documented task and training needs analysis (see below)
2. A comprehensive training plan with detailed instructor notes
3. Complete PowerPoint training material, associated handouts and end of training assessment plan
4. Fully documented verification and validation report
All RODL trainers have the necessary industry training and assessment qualifications and are currently supporting
Network Rail in the training of trainers to deliver GSM-R cab radio training.

Task & Training Needs Analysis
To ensure a safe working environment for
companies, employees and its customers, our
bespoke Training Needs Task Analysis provides a
comprehensive risk assessment from which a
company can:
(a) identify all potential operational hazards and

(b) put the necessary control measures in place to
remove, reduce or mitigate the risk

TOLO (including SIO) and accident/incident investigation training
RODL has produced a suite of training courses that
allow Train Operator employees to attain and maintain
the competence to respond too and deal with an
operational incident.
Our unique Incident Training Aid allows participants to
actually train at the scene of a simulated incident and to
be an integral part of incident response. The training
exercises cover:

All exercises are designed to test the effectiveness
of a company’s Emergency Response plan



A Category A SPAD



Level crossing collision.



Terminal station collision; and



Dangerous Goods incident.
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